An Entrepreneur's
Guide to Presenting

How to Inspire,
Engage, & Connect
with Your Audience
Every Time

INTRODUCTION
As entrepreneurs we want to connect and engage with our
audience. To do this effectively, we have to present in a variety of
ways such as pre-recorded video and webinars to live streaming
coaching calls and speeches. And many of us admit (even if shyly)
we struggle with one or more of these. Today, more than ever it is
important to have a real connection with your audience.
Being connected to your audience means three things. They are:
1. a clear message,
2. an engaged audience, and
3. inspiration to take action.
What does it really mean to be engaged with and connected to
your audience? For many entrepreneurs who create digital
content, this seems elusive and unclear. To move from being a
static talking head on the screen or stage to a person of
inspiration, you need to think about:
the clarity of your message,
what value you bring to the audience, and
your delivery strategies.
This guide provides nine strategies that will help you go from bland
to brilliant regardless of where or how you’re presenting.

STRATEGY QUICK LIST
to the message
Strategy 1 Connection
causes change.
storytelling creates high
Strategy 2 Using
impact.

Strategy 3

Tuning into an audience’s
vibration will create a deeper
connection.

Strategy 4

Audiences need to see the
benefit to be inspired to
change.

Strategy 5

Stay focused on your one big
idea to create a strong
connection.

Strategy 6

Structure creates flow,
connects ideas, and guides the
audience.

Strategy 7

Creating memorable moments
not only impacts the audience
but those they tell.

Strategy 8

Your level of preparation is
directly proportional to the
audience’s interest.

Strategy 9

When you clearly visualize
your idea, the more
passionately you will convey it.
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Strategy 1
Connection to the message causes change

Often when we present our content, we may
not either be clear on our message or add too
much detail. Consider your audience’s time. The
more detail you add, the less likely they will stick
around to listen.
If you’ve been invited to speak at an event, rely
on the program description and event planner
to provide your general biographical
information to the audience. At the start, focus
on the purpose of the presentation and your
overall message. You can always talk about
yourself later in the presentation.
No matter how, why, or what you are
presenting, everything you communicate
should be directly connected to the message
you are conveying. Providing value for your
audience is why you are providing the content.
Remember to focus on the point and purpose.

“Make the audience aware that
they have a gap in their
knowledge and then fill that
gap with the answers to the
puzzle (or guide them to the
answers).”
Garr Reynolds, Presentation
Zen: Simple Ideas on
Presentation Design and
Delivery
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Strategy 2
Using storytelling creates high impact

The reason why we are presenting our content is
to inform, educate, and/or sell. Depending on
your niche, it might be hard to think about how
to integrate a story. Don’t get sidetracked by
thinking you need to create a fictional or
dramatic story. It should be real and relevant. It
can be funny or serious. You get to choose.
Think about alternative ways to convey facts and
figures. What is the single most important fact or
figure and what kind of story can you build
around it?
When you start considering this approach, think
in terms of the classic story arc - beginning,
middle, and end. How can your story begin?
What is important to convey in the middle? How
should it end? There are many interesting ways
to construct a story.

55% of audience
members say a great
story holds their
attention and engages
them during a
presentation. 2018 State
of Attention Report, Prezi
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Strategy 3
Tuning into an audience’s vibration will create a deeper connection
Whenever you are speaking to your audience, regardless of format, see yourself a
mentor and not the center of attention. Remember this isn’t about you; it is about
what value you can bring to the people who are listening to you.
“When an audience gathers, they have given you their time,
which is a precious slice of their lives. It’s your job to have them
feel that the time they spent with you brought value to their
lives.” Nancy Duarte, Resonance

When you know your audience, what you convey makes individuals think you are
speaking directly to them. It creates a great experience and the audience thinks you
are speaking directly to them. And you will feel as if you’ve given value.
How do you get to know your audience? Pay attention to their comments and
questions across all the platforms where you interact with them. Ask them what
their biggest questions or challenges are.
For invited presentations, ask the program coordinator about who is attending and
be clear on intent of the event. That is enough information to know the audience.
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Strategy 4
Audiences need to see the benefit to be inspired to change

Changing someone’s perspective is never easy
or automatic. You have to be able to convey,
with the utmost clarity, your message, why it is
important, and the benefits of embracing it.
Being vague or too detailed creates different
types of disconnection with your audience. A
disconnected audience is not an inspired
audience and will not be moved to take action.
Being too vague makes it difficult for the
audience to understand your message and stay
focused. Being too detailed often bores the
audience and creates information overload. In
that state, it is difficult to get excited about
taking action and easier not to do anything.
Most importantly, doing either of these will
make it harder for the audience to see
themselves in what you are talking about.

Additionally, your audience is less likely to
trust you and then less likely to buy from
you.
Start with the big picture and then
address specific questions or pain points
your audience may have. You won’t
address everything, but you should be
able to address the most common. Also,
remember to stay focused on the overall
message and how it will help those
listening.

Over 4 in 5 business professionals,
regardless of age, shifted their focus away
from the speaker in the most recent
presentation they watched. 2018 State of
Attention Report, Prezi
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Strategy 5
Stay focused on your one big idea to create a strong connection

Staying focused on your one idea or message is
the key to staying connected to your audience
and ensuring you are moving them to take
action. Your big idea, when broken down into
small chunks, will include lots of content.
Resist the temptation to include all of it (see
Strategy Four). The more content you have the
harder it is to stay organized, within a specific
time limit, and sound like an expert. This makes
you look unprofessional and untrustworthy.
You may worry that the audience sees you as
one dimensional because you are not
presenting multiple ideas or actions. The
opposite is true. The audience will see you as
focused, clear, and articulate. They will
understand your message and it is easier for
you to move them to change and take action.

“Keep a stranglehold on the
one big idea you need to
convey and be relentless
about building content that
supports that one idea.”
Nancy Duarte, Resonance
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Strategy 6
Structure creates flow, connects ideas, and guides the audience
If you don’t apply any of the other strategies, use this one always. A presentation,
regardless of format or content, without structure is not a presentation. It’s only a
bunch of ideas and thoughts thrown together.
The significance of structure is that you appear competent and knowledgeable. This
builds trust with the audience. If an audience trust’s you, they are more open and
ready to listen (and ready to buy). Additionally, the logical flow a structure helps you
convey the information you want and can ease your anxiety.
“By planning well, and adding a logical and memorable
structure, you will create a framework which allows you to
deliver your presentation with confidence.”
Lesley Barringer

You’ve probably heard the saying death by PowerPoint. This alludes to an
unstructured presentation. The person presenting has added idea after idea, fact
after fact, onto the slide deck. Lastly, they often read what is on the slides. For the
content you are presenting, you may not use a slide deck. However, this strategy still
applies.
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Strategy 7
Creating memorable moments not only impacts the audience but
those they tell
When you are watching a video or attending a
webinar (or event), nothing is better than
those ‘aha’ moments. That moment we see a
better way, a new solution, or a clearer path
to what we need or want to achieve.
These moments are when you really connect
with your audience. They clearly see how your
idea or message connects to them and how it
can make their situation better. It is also those
nuggets that people repeat and share. Your
message then travels further than the original
people who heard it.
If you’ve done a thorough audience analysis,
you can create memorable, aha moments.
This is because you know and understand
their pain points and struggles.

You can structure your main message
around these and show how your
message can eliminate or minimize your
audience’s biggest challenges.

People retain more information
when told as a story instead of
straight facts.
Arthur C., Graesser, et al.
Psychological Review
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Strategy 8
Your level of preparation is directly proportional to the
audience’s interest
Think about another entrepreneur you
admire. This person, when speaking,
makes it seem effortless and
spontaneous and unrehearsed. I can
assure you that a ton of preparation and
practice went into that video, webinar,
workshop, etc. No one who is great
presenter was born with that ability.
These are learned skills and anyone can
obtain them.
Being prepared is not just about
practicing your content. The preparation
process starts from the moment you
decide to do a convey the content. This
process includes research, audience
analysis, creating a structure, a welldesigned slide deck (if using), and
practice.

The audience is giving you a precious
commodity - time. You are obliged to
give them value. Lack of preparation is
a breach of that unspoken agreement.
But, the ripple affect has
consequences too. Lack of preparation
impacts your reputation and
diminishes your message. The change
or action you seek will not happen.

By failing to prepare,
you are preparing to fail.
Benjamin Franklin
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Strategy 9
When you clearly visualize your idea,
the more passionately you will convey it

To move another person to change, we
must have passion for the message or
idea we are conveying. To show passion,
we need to be able to see or visualize the
outcome and benefit. Without that clear
picture in your mind’s eye, it is
exceedingly difficult for you to truly
embrace that message or idea.

And then easier for you to communicate
the core message to the audience.
There are many visualization techniques
so find one that works best for you.

How do you create a picture or
visualization?
Create a compelling story with an
outcome that shows the benefit (refer to
Strategy Two). Another way is to write out
or talk aloud that future you are
imagining. The more detailed you make
it, the clearer it is to you.

Your imagination can create a
reality.
James Cameron
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SUGGESTED RESOURCES
Garr Reynolds
Presentation Zen Design: Simple Design
Principles and Techniques to Enhance Your
Presentations
Presentation Zen: Simple Ideas on
Presentation Design and Delivery
The Naked Presenter: Delivering Powerful
Presentations with or without Slides
Nancy Duarte
Slide:ology: The Art and Science of Creating
Great Presentations
Resonate: Present Visual Stories That
Transform Audiences
Illuminate: Ignite Change through Speeches,
Stories, Ceremonies, and Symbols
Chris Anderson
TED’s Secret to Great Public Speaking,
https://www.ted.com/talks/chris_anderson_t
ed_s_secret_to_great_public_speaking
Chelsi Nakano
The 2018 State of Attention, Prezi Blog,
https://blog.prezi.com/the-state-of-attention2018-infographic/
Robin Williams
The Non-Designer’s Presentation Book:
Principles for Effective Presentation Design
Graesser, Arthur C., Murray Singer, and Tom
Trabasso. 1994. “Constructing Inferences during
Narrative Text Comprehension.” Psychological
Review 101 (3): 371–95.
https://doi.org/10.1037//0033-295X.101.3.371
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ABOUT JENNIFER SHARKEY
I teach entrepreneurs how to create presentations
that connect with audiences, convey a clear
message, and are designed beautifully.
By having presentations that are clear, to the
point, and well designed, it helps you build your
reputation, clients, and ultimately your bottom
line.
Through the strategies and processes I teach, you
can become a confident, engaging, and selfassured public speaker focused on your audiences’
needs and expectations.
Connect with me on my website and these social
media platforms.

